SHEET TITLE: AZTech OM36X3V -10DD
DRWG. NO. OM36V375HP-612 DRAWN BY: TAA
DATE: 6/18/12 SCALE: NTS

SPECIFICATIONS:

DIMENSIONS: 104" H X 76" W X 26" D

MOTOR: 10 HP 230/460/3/60, 23.6/11.8 FLA

CFM: 6,000 CFM @ 5.5" W.G.

ELECTRICAL: WIRED TO JCT. BOX

BLOWER: DIRECT DRIVE AIR FOIL WHEEL

CONSTRUCTION: 12 & 14 GA POWDER COATED STEEL FRAME, 16 GA STEEL DOOR, 3/16 POLYETHYLENE PANELS, ADJ. COMPRESSION HINGES, AVAILABLE 1-1/2 NPT DRAIN, 4-WAY ALUMINUM EXHAUST GRILLE, CAM DOOR AND FILTER LATCHES

STD. FILTERS: (3) 2" Baffle Filter
(3) 2" Mist Eliminators
(3) 95% Bag Filter

OPTIONAL FILTERS: (3) 2" Aluminum Mesh Filters
(3) 26 LB Carbon Modules
(3) 4" Pleated Filters
(3) 2" Poly Pads
(3) 4" Mist Eliminators
(3) 99.97% HEPA After Filters

SOUND: 80 dBa - STANDARD

OPTIONS: 24" FLOOR STAND SILENCER - UPHBLAST 76 dBa MAGNAHELI Pressure Guage MANOMETER SOURCE CAPTURE PLenum SIDE DOORS 8-18" COLLARS

WEIGHT: 1308 LBS. - LESS STAND
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